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Mirror
Shenzhen  Dragon  Glass  high  quality  clear  float  glass  and
modern  mirror  equipment  combine  to  produce  nice  feeling
mirrors of exceptionally high quality.

Silver Mirror
Silver Mirror is produced through a trinal processing work by
coating  a  silver  film,  a  copper  film,  and  two  layers  of
waterproof paints on the surface of glass.

Characterstics
Manufactured by using distortion-free float glass
Offers excellent resistance to atmospheric agents
With long-lasting performance and durability, perfectly
flat surface, etc.
Provide distortion-free image reflection
Easy processing and installation

Availability
Thickness: 2mm, 2.7mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, etc.

Size: 1220*915mm, 1830*1220mm, 1830*2440mm, 2140*3300mm, etc.
and customized.

Color: clear, grey, green, golden, blue, bronze, ultra clear,
etc.

Back paint colors: dark green, French green, grey, etc.

https://szdragonglass.com/mirror-glass/


Application
Communal areas like entrance halls, lifts or bathrooms
Shopping centers and retail stores
Bars, restaurants, clubs, theatres and cinemas
Public building, offices, clinics, hotels and hospitals
Furniture like dressing tables and cabinets

Aluminum Mirror
Aluminum Mirror is produced through a double processing work
by coating an aluminum film, and two layers of waterproof
paints on the surface of glass.

Characterstics
Manufactured by using distortion-free float glass
Offers excellent resistance to atmospheric agents
With long-lasting performance and durability, perfectly
flat surface, etc.
Provide distortion-free image reflection
Easy processing and installation

Availability
Thickness: 2mm, 2.7mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, etc.

Size: 1220*915mm, 1830*1220mm, 1830*2440mm, 2140*3300mm, etc.
and customized.

Color: clear, grey, green, golden, blue, bronze, ultra clear,
etc.

Back paint colors: dark green, French green, grey, etc.

Application
Communal areas like entrance halls, lifts or bathrooms
Shopping centers and retail stores



Bars, restaurants, clubs, theatres and cinemas
Public building, offices, clinics, hotels and hospitals
Furniture like dressing tables and cabinets

Copper Free Mirror
Copper Free Mirror is made through a chemical sedimentation
process. A sheet of specially treated silver is coated on
quality float glass, followed by a sheet of special metal film
instead of copper, and finished with two layers of paint for
chemical and physical protection. Use lead free paint can
produce Copper free and lead free high quality mirror.

Characterstics
Copper and lead free, environmental friendly
High reflection and imaging perfect
Double paints for protection
Perfect resistance of corrosion, longer using-time

Availability
Thickness: 2mm, 2.7mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, etc.

Size: 1220*915mm, 1830*1220mm, 1830*2440mm, 2140*3300mm, etc.
and customized.

Color: clear, grey, green, golden, blue, bronze, ultra clear,
etc.

Application
Communal areas like entrance halls, lifts or bathrooms
Shopping centers and retail stores
Bars, restaurants, clubs, theatres and cinemas
Public building, offices, clinics, hotels, and hospitals
Furniture like dressing tables and cabinets



Safety Mirror
Safety mirror is produced by applying a vinyl film on the back
of mirror, in case the mirror is broken into pieces, vinyl
film  and  broken  pieces  will  conglutinate  together  without
human hurt.

Characterstics
With vinyl film on the back to ensure human harmless
High reflection and imaging perfect
Double paints for protection
Perfect resistance of corrosion, longer using-time

Availability
Two  kinds  of  Vinyl  film:  PE  (smooth  surface)  and  Cat  II
(woven)

Thickness: 2mm, 2.7mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, etc.

Size: 1220*915mm, 1830*1220mm, 1830*2440mm, 2140*3300mm, etc.
and customized.

Color: clear, grey, green, golden, blue, bronze, ultra clear,
etc.

Application
Communal areas like entrance halls, lifts or bathrooms
Shopping centers and retail stores
Bars, restaurants, clubs, theatres and cinemas
Public building, offices, clinics, hotels, and hospitals
Furniture like dressing tables and cabinets
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